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Abstract: The profile of infective endocarditis (IE) has changed over the past few decades. The modified 
Duke’s criteria is currently employed for diagnosis of IE. Emphasis on imaging modalities however, have 
been increasing due to the variety of presenting symptoms leading to diagnostic conundrums. This wide 
range of diagnostic tools must be adapted to permit localization of the infectious field which may involve 
multiple valves on either side of the heart. The availability of such diagnostic tools is also variable in different 
centres. The use of echocardiography has long been the default position, however the lack of specificity and 
sensitivity especially in prosthetic valve endocarditis has been highlighted throughout the literature. We 
therefore aimed to look at the different imaging modalities available and the strengths and weaknesses of 
each of these modalities to enhance the diagnostic yield and allow timely intervention for this condition. We 
highlight the role of the different forms of echocardiography, multi-detector computed tomography (MDCT), 
Nuclear Medicine, Magnetic Resonance Imaging and identify the special indications such as right sided 
infective endocarditis (RSIE) and cardiac implantable electronic device (CIED) endocarditis. Input from 
a specialist heart team is essential to ensure timely diagnosis and care are afforded. The role of alternative 
imaging techniques such as nuclear medicine in determining timing of cardiac surgery should be evaluated 
further by randomised trials.
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Introduction

Cardiac imaging and positive blood cultures constitute the 
major criteria for the diagnosis of infective endocarditis (IE) 
according to the Modified Duke Criteria (1). In the 21st 
century, IE has a prevalence of 3–10 per 100,000 people which 
starkly rises to 14.5 per 100,000 if aged >70 years old (2).  
However, blood cultures can be negative in up to 30% 

of confirmed IE, placing greater emphasis on the role of 
cardiac imaging. There is a large spectrum of imaging for IE 
encompassing anatomical features (multi-detector computed 
tomography, MDCT), anatomo-functional findings (echo-
doppler), and hybrid approaches combining anatomical 
and metabolic features such as nuclear medicine modalities. 
This wide range of diagnostic tools must be adapted to the 
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variability of the clinical presentations of IE, manifesting 
itself as acute or subacute alongside localization of the 
infectious field which may involve multiple valves on either 
side of the heart. IE can manifest itself either as a pathology 
of the native valve, prosthetic valve, or on implantable cardiac 
devices. It may also coexist with other comorbidities such as 
chronic kidney disease or cerebrovascular impairment. 

The aim of this article is to compare the different 
imaging modalities for the diagnosis of IE.

We reviewed the literature for the current guidelines 
on imaging from ESC and ACC/AHA alongside relevant 
studies from 2009 to 2019. 

We present the review in accordance with the Narrative 
Review reporting checklist (available at http://dx.doi.
org/10.21037/atm-20-4555). 

Outlook on diagnostic tools

Echocardiography 

Both transthoracic  echocardiography (TTE) and 
transoesophageal echocardiography (TEE) are the main 
imaging modalities for diagnosis of IE The European 
Society of Cardiology (ESC) classify echocardiography 
as 1B recommendation with echocardiographic results 
an important Duke criterion (2). Diagnosis based on 
echocardiographic images has high sensitivity and specificity 
to detect vegetations, a distinctive sign of IE, particularly if 
it measures >5 mm (Table 1) and for valve detachment (3).  
It is however less accurate when it comes to detecting 
abscesses, aneurysms, pseudoaneurysms, and fistulas. 
Echocardiography allows the rapid detection of vegetations 
(Figures 1,2), by measuring the major and minor axes of 
these, in addition to allowing differentiation from other 
intracardiac masses, informing the operator on location, 
mobility (fixed, mobile, oscillating) (Figure 3), echogenicity 
and potential complications such as the presence of leaks, 

Table 1 Sensitivities and specificities of echocardiography for native and prosthetic valves

Vegetations on native valve Vegetation on prosthetic valve

TTE TEE TTE TEE

Sensitivity% 25–87 87–100 22–65 89–99

Specificity% 79–96 91–100 48–98 87–100

TTE, transthoracic echocardiography; TEE, transoesophageal echocardiography.

Figure 1 Large vegetation on bioprosthetic mitral valve (2D 
transoesophageal echocardiography).

Figure 2 Large vegetation on bioprosthetic mitral valve (3D 
transoesophageal echocardiography).

Figure 3 Large abscess on mitroaortic curtain (2D transoesophageal 
echocardiography).
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fistulas, and dehiscences (2,4).
Echocardiography,  however,  does have several 

limitations. It is heavily operator dependent and is subject 
to interoperator variability. In addition, TTE is dependent 
on having satisfactory imaging windows which are often 
patient dependent with some having poorly echogenic 
chests. It is less sensitive for smaller vegetations measuring 
<5 mm (4). In the elderly, bulky calcific deposits on 
structures may also make image interpretation difficult. In 
patients with prosthetic valves, acoustic shadowing by the 
metallic component of prosthetic valves (on Left Ventricular 
Outflow Tract in aortic and on Left Atrium in mitral 
prostheses) may also contribute to its lower sensitivity 
and specificity (4,5). Some of these patients may also have 
a submammary prosthesis, which may affect the imaging 
windows, thereby reducing the sensitivity and specificity of 
this modality. Echocardiography also is of limited value in 
evaluating extracardiac lesions and may sometimes lead to 
delays in detecting intracardiac lesions. The diagnosis of 
abscesses (Figure 3) can be challenging for echocardiographers 
with lower sensitivity and specificity (Tables 2,3). 

Multidetector computed tomography

MDCT is able to examine cardiac structures and coronary 
arteries due to technological innovations enabling images at 
0.5 mm slices.

Both TTE and TEE have a lower sensitivity in detecting 
abscesses in the presence of prosthetic valve(s) and 
electrophysiological devices (Table 2,3) (3,6).

In 115 patients evaluated using Duke’s criteria for IE, TEE 
had a sensitivity of detecting abscesses of 48%, whereas 64% 
missed detecting abscesses that were located near bulky calcific 
deposits on the posterior mitral valve leaflet (5). MDCT 
has increased spatial resolution and unaffected by acoustic 
shadowing. MDCT can evaluate coronary artery anatomy 
(in the setting of ischemic disease or congenital defects). 
The enhanced spatial resolution permits the evaluation of 
perivalvular lesions (abscesses, fistulas, pseudoaneurysms, and 
extension into the cardiac skeleton) (Figure 4). MDCT can also 
detect primary or IE related pneumonic diseases as abscesses 
or necrotic deposits. It facilitates effective imaging of the 
tricuspid annulus and leaflets (Table 4) (7).

As the tricuspid valve is anteriorly located with a 45° 
rotation, imaging it is often challenging using TEE with 
mid-oesophageal and transgastric views (8).

TTE imaging is often inadequate because the tricuspid 
leaflet is thinner than the mitral and while its annulus is 
saddle-shaped (with the anteroseptal and posterolateral axes 
on the top of the saddle (Table 5) (9).

Magnetic nuclear resonance (MRI)

There are anecdotal cases of early diagnosis of IE using 

Table 2 Sensitivity and specificity of echocardiography in detecting abscesses

Abscesses Periprosthetic abscesses

TTE TEE TTE TEE

Sensitivity% 28–36 80–100 – 48–87

Specificity% 99 95 – 95–99

TTE, transthoracic echocardiography; TEE, transoesophageal echocardiography.

Table 3 Differentiating vegetations from other masses

Vegetation Other Masses

Attached to valve, upstream side Attached to valve downstream side

Mobile, oscillating Nonmobile

Irregular shape Smooth surface o fibrillar

Low reflectance High echogenicity

Associated valvular regurgitation o perivalvular lesions Absence of valvular involvement

High risk of embolization (if size >1 cm)
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MRI rather than echocardiography. Cerebral MRI is the 
most sensitive technique to detect cerebral emboli (10). It 
should be done in the presence of neurological symptoms 
whereas its use is controversial in asymptomatic patients. 
However, it is often performed in asymptomatic patients 
who are due to undergo cardiac surgery.

Nuclear medicine

PET-CT can identify areas of increased glucose metabolism 
corresponding to active inflammation which can be mapped 

by conventional CT to provide anatomical landmarks (2,11). 
PET-CT utilizes white blood cells (WBC) of the suspected 
patient, tagged in vitro with Technetium-99, and then 
reinjected into the same patient. Tagged WBC migrates to 
the infected site. The relative radioactivity is recorded by a 
Gamma chamber (SPECT) and then by a hybrid Gamma 
Chamber (SPECT-CT) (12). It is necessary to wait for  
24  hours  and  we  have  h igh  spec i f i c i ty  and  l e s s 
sensitivity. Again with WBC tagged ‘in vivo’ with F18–
fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) we wait for 1.5–2 hours and 
we have high sensitivity and less specificity. The biggest 
advantages offered by this modality include the ability to 
detect early infective disease processes from inconclusive 
imaging from other modalities (3D Echocardiography/
MDCT). It enables the evaluation of extracardiac structures 
such as cutaneous pouches (13) or ventricular assist device 
(VAD) drivelines (14). In addition, it is able to detect 
sources of emboli that were possibly missed.

Despite the benefits of PET imaging, there are several 
pitfalls to be mindful of. These include the high false-
positive rate if performed early post-implantation of a 
prosthetic valve (15). Also, due to its dependence on FDG 
uptake, it may have a false negative in several instances such 
as low inflammatory activity, microorganisms with slow 
growth or biofilm, or prolonged antibiotic therapy (15,16).

Table 4 Sensitivity and Specificity of MDCT for detecting IE changes

Vegetations Abscesses Pseudoaneurysm Leaflet/cusp perforations

Sensitivity MDCT 96% 97% 97% <50%

Specificity MDCT 99% 75% 75% 89%

MDCT, multi-detector computed tomography; IE, infective endocarditis.

Figure 4 Huge periaortic pseudoaneurysm.

Table 5 Differences between Echocardiography and MDCT in detecting IE changes

Echocardiography MDCT

High spatial resolution High spatial resolution

High sensitivity and specificity Able to detect perivalvular lesion (abscess-pseudoaneurysm)

Permits evaluation of Jet, shunt and transvalvular gradient Permits to evaluate annular and leaflet bulky calcium

Bedside Able to evaluate aortic root and coronary arteries

Able to detect perforation of leaflet or cusps Allows tricuspidalic anulus and leaflet imaging

Permits to plan cardiac surgery Evaluate extracardiac structures

Allows percutaneous reparation of leaks (Figure 5)

Without RX ray or contrast agent

MDCT, multi-detector computed tomography; IE, infective endocarditis.
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Specific pathoanatomic lesions

Trigone abscesses
One such complication of PVE is an abscess of the aortic 
root with periprosthetic leak with via the non-coronary 
sinus which may perforate the fibrous trigone causing a 
fistula in the left or right atrium. This lesion may directly 
affect the mitral annulus by detaching it through the central 
fibrous body to the septal tricuspid valve leaflet (17). These 
abscesses are often detected with RT3D Echocardiography 
with MDCT providing additional information.

Right-sided infective endocarditis (RISIE) 

Compared to left-sided IE (LISIE), RISIE usually 
presents with larger vegetations possibly due to a delay 
in diagnosis (18,19). There has also been a shift in the 
epidemiology of the disease with more Staphylococcus aureus 
infections probably due to the increased proportion of 
active Intravenous Drug Users (IVDU) and implantable 
cardiac devices who present (19). In one study, the median 
vegetation size in RISIE is 2.2 (1.8–2.9) cm compared to 
1.5 (1.0–2.0) cm in LISIE (20). Complications of RISIE 
are usually related to pulmonary embolic events, whereas 
abscesses, perforation, and fistulas are more prevalent in 
LISIE (19).

TTE is the first-line diagnostic tool with TEE required 
only in a minority of cases (when results of TTE is 
inconclusive in presence of prosthetic valve or intracardiac 
device) due to the anterior position of the tricuspid valve (21).

In a study of suspected right-sided endocarditis, TTE 
performed as well as TEE in the detection of vegetations (22).  
RT3D TEE also has a role in patients with tricuspid valve 
IE as it allows enhanced visualization of the tricuspid 

valve apparatus, vegetations, and surrounding structures 
compared to 2D TEE (23). In patients with a tricuspid ring 
or tricuspid valve prosthesis and/or electrophysiological 
devices, RT3D echocardiography can detect vegetations 
and their exact origins, permitting real-time therapeutic 
interventions or device extraction (Figure 5).

Cardiac implantable electronic device (CIED) 

The presence of electrophysiological leads is associated 
with IE in <2% of patients (24) although the rate of infections 
after primary device implantation was reported to be 
4.82/1,000 device days in a large Danish study (25). TTE has 
poor sensitivity and specificity compared to both TEE and 
RT 3D. The challenge with such modalities however is in 
discerning and differentiating the other structures and masses 
amidst artefact (Table 1). Nuclear medicine scans such as  
18-FDG PET do provide a viable and useful alternative (26).  
Sarrazin et al. noted that positive PET/CT results 
correlated well with clinical findings, microbiologic data, 
and echocardiographic evidence of device infection (27).  
In their study, patients with negative PET/CT were 
managed conservatively with antimicrobial therapy alone, 
without device extraction (27). For pockets of infections, 
FDG activity analysis notably yielded a very high diagnostic 
accuracy.

Discussion 

In some instances, multimodality imaging may be required 
to facilitate early diagnosis of IE to afford timely therapy to 
patients either by antibiotic or cardiac surgery. The primary 
indications for early cardiac surgery are heart failure, 
uncontrolled infection and prevention of embolization (2).  
Early surgery is indicated during initial hospitalization 
in AHA-ACC Guidelines (28) whereas the European 
guidelines have set a more rigorous target of emergent 
surgery (within 24 hours) (2).

Echocardiography is the primary imaging modality in 
the instance of heart failure as it allows evaluation of right 
and left ventricle function and quantitative evaluation of 
valvular function (28). Vegetations measuring >15 mm by 
echocardiography should be highlighted due to their risk of 
imminent embolization (29). Anteriorly located structures 
such as the tricuspid valve may be best evaluated using 
TTE. 

Posteriorly located structures however, are best imaged 
using TEE. RT3D echocardiography may be useful in 

Figure 5 Percutaneous closure of mitral prosthetic leak (3D 
transoesophageal echocardiography).
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detecting dynamic valve function and evaluating paravalvular 
leaks or honing in on the nature of the vegetations. For 
systemic uncontrolled infections, MDCT is more sensitive 
at detecting sequalae of disease such as abscess formation, 
pseudoaneurysm and fistulas and alongside extension 
to the cardiac fibrous skeleton due to the better spatial  
resolution (2). In addition, the metabolic activity of septic 
emboli is best evaluated using nuclear medicine imaging 
modalities. It helps with detection of potential infective sites 
even before direct imaging of anatomic lesions are possible 
which may expediate the diagnosis of IE. Cerebral MRI on 
the other hand is a useful tool to evaluate previous cerebral 
embolization. Previous embolization in presence of vegetations 
measuring >10 mm is also gurean indication for surgery. 

The specific advantages and pitfalls of diagnostic 
methods are summarized in Table 6. The following is a 
stepwise guide to escalation of imaging.

(I) All patients with IE should receive a TTE and 
TEE to detect valvular lesions and perivalvular 
complications.

(II) MDCT should be used to evaluate the extension of 
perivalvular lesions when echocardiography images 
are suboptimal or inconclusive.

(III) Cerebral  MRI should be used to evaluate 
neurologically symptomatic patients.

(IV) Nuclear medicine should be considered should 
there be diagnostic uncertainty or in the presence 
of CIED or PVE.

Conclusions

Diagnostic imaging of IE often requires a multimodal 
imaging approach with the choice of the various imaging 
techniques depending on the specific type of IE and 
location of the disease, the severity of the clinical status, 
appropriateness of contrast imaging and the modalities 
available. It requires input from a specialist heart team to 
ensure timely diagnosis and care are afforded. The role of 
alternative imaging techniques such as nuclear medicine in 
determining timing of cardiac surgery should be evaluated 
further by randomised trials.
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Table 6 The specific advantages and pitfalls of diagnostic imaging methods

Echo TTE/ETT MDCT CMR Nuclear medicine

Bedside **** No No No

Evaluation Jets, shunts **** No **** No

Evaluation of cardiac performance **** ** **** No

Early diagnosis * * * ***

Evaluation of coronary artery No *** * ***

Extracardiac lesions No No *** ****

Shadowing *** * **** No

RSIE **** ** * *

Imaging of perivalvular lesions *** **** * *

TTE, transthoracic echocardiography; TEE, transoesophageal echocardiography; MDCT, multi-detector computed tomography; CMR, 
cardiac magnetic resonance; RSIE, right sided infective endocarditis.
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